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Birth of Pavilion - October 1893
Danbury Evening News -- 1893
Contract Awarded to to Gilbert Bros. of Bethel
Sept. 22, 1893 – At the meeting of the Putnam
Park commission held Wednesday the contract
for the building of the new pavilion was awarded
to Gilbert Bros. of this place, who were the
lowest bidders. The cost will be about $1800 and
the building is expected to be completed by
November 1st
….
Foundation Done

Oct. 9, 1893 - The foundation is about
completed for the new pavilion at Putnam
Park. Gilbert Bros. who are to build the same,
will commence erection of the structure soon.
Structure Raised
Oct. 26, 1893 - Gilbert Bros. raised the new
Pavilion at Putnam Park yesterday. …

Research via Pat Wild

1993 - Pavilion at 100 was a wreck

This 1907 postcard shows the pavilion 14 years after its
completion. Bottom floor was an open-air pavilion, the second
floor was the park museum and office. The building was, foremost,
a shelter from bad weather. It had no electric, no water, or heat.
Cooling, though, was aided by the huge open half-moon arched
windows and door. For almost a century this building hosted
picnics, dances, July 4th parties and a bicentennial gala event for
area residents. Thousands of park visitors used this building.

State Closes Park - 1991
By the end of the 1980’s the old pavilion was
leaking, rotting and unsafe. In was boarded up and
put “OFF LIMITS”. The park itself was going down
hill and funds for maintenance dried up. In 1991 the
Governor announced the park was closed! Lack of
funds.
Putnam Park was closed down from 1991 to 1997
due to lack of funds in the State Park system. In
May 1997 Gov. John Rowland reopened the park
with a huge ceremony at the park.
The park was “open” - but still no money to
maintain it. The original FANs (neighbors
surrounding the park) volunteered many hours at
the park in those days; using their own mowers and
weed wackers.! Many times the front lawns looked
like hay fields.

While the park was decommissioned, the DEP
commissioned a special study to be done By the
Berkshire Design Group of Northampton, MA. This
group appointed The Public Office of Archaeology of
Boston Univ. to do a comprehensive historical and
archaeological study of Putnam Park. This study (done from 1991-1994) up until today has been the most
thorough investigation of the historical site. In 1994, using the data, the Berkshire Group proposed a $3.4
million dollar plan to refurbish the park … including a new visitor center which was to be built high up on the
scout camp lot (or reenactment field). The Old Put Statue was to be relocated up to the front of the new visitor
center. After an enthusiastic presentation to the town and local newspapers …. The word came back from the
town government and residents: NO – Too big!!. It’s Disneylandish! It will attract traffic jams. And the DEP
State Parks Division went away.

1991-4 –Berkshire Design Group, &
Boston University Archaeology Team

1997 – DEP Tries Again to Sell Park
In late 1996, the folks at the DEP State Parks Division
came back to town with a new proposal. They cut down
on the former hype of the former presentation, and
presented a plan much more attractive to Reddingites
and Bethelites. They also came in with an accompanying
purpose of encouraging local residents to join a :”Friends
Group”. Both of their plans were well accepted.

FAN’s Born - 1997
Several meetings were attended by the DEP personnel, the
“Friends of Connecticut State Parks” and people interested
in joining a ‘Friends of Putnam Park’ group. The official
organization month of start-up of FANs was August 1997.
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The Park is Reopened – May 1997

Starting in 1998:
! FANs called in Kronenberger & Sons Restoration company to see if pavilion was worth saving, Answer was YES!
! Got grant from Meserve Foundation to pay for the comprehensive physical survey of structure by Kronenberger.
They created plan to give building first aid and stabilization.
! DEP requested from Bond Commission, $200,000 for stabilization process. Kronenberger stabilized.
! DEP requested from Bond Commission, dollars for potential solutions for turning into Visitor Center.
! There was a long hiatus with no answer from the Bond Commission due to poor economy.
! January 2004, state announced award of $2.5 million for Putnam Park
! DEP put project out to bid. Lead contractor was architect, Nelson Edwards and Co., and their construction
and restoration experts, Kronenberger & Sons Restoration Co.

Kronenberger & Sons Crews Deconstruct Pavilion
& Then Start Anew …

6/18/04 Going ……….

Well, maybe not tumbling down ……. but taken down piece by piece.
Razing a structure is demolishing it. ‘Deconstructing’ it is removing each
board, numbering it, and then saving it for reassembly…. like the
Phoenix rising from the ashes. The first phase is now completed. Heavy
equipment will now be brought in to dig out a new larger cellar hole for
the new poured foundation, which will support the new reconstructed
pavilion/visitor center. Every minute measurement was recorded for
the rebuilding of the structure which would become the new Visitor
Center.
The old posts, beams, joists and wall boards are all numbered and
stacked in neatly covered piles around the building site. Some new posts
and beams will have to be replicated, but as much of the old materials as
possible will be used in the reconstruction. The architects plans were
down to the fraction of an inch in replicating the old pavilion exactly.
The new foundation was custom made to fit the old pavilion post by
post/ board by board!

Gone! 7/ 22, 2004

Reconstruction … began as soon as the
last board was taken down!

The Phoenix
Oct. 2004

Nov. 2004

Jan. 2005

Reborn from the
ashes of the old …
to live again

Through the spring and summer the craftsmen progressed. Much of the
original posts, beams and siding was incorporated into the new
structure. From the inside and outside the construction looks exactly like the original pavilion. (the darker
wood is old, the new, lighter). Aside from custom-made windows, the new center is heated, air conditioned,
has rest rooms, phones, computer hook-ups - all in a year-round temperature controlled climate. Not bad!

Visitor Center - 2005
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October 2009 – Visitor Center Design Wins Award

May 2005

June 2005

Congratulations Nelson Edwards Co.

The Connecticut Chapter of American Institute of Architects awarded the 2009 AIA Connecticut DESIGN
AWARD to Nelson Edwards Company Architects who was the lead contractor for the Putnam Park Visitor
Center. Jury comments: “A carefully reasoned process led to beautiful results. This is a model of how a restoration
project should work. With the new insertion, the building is really updated and is part of our time. The jury appreciated
seeing the process. The building looks like it always has, but is better. In this category a flexible relationship is necessary
between the old and the new. The question of a dialogue with a significant building is always raised”.

October 2009 FANs Meeting

To contact us:

fansofputnampark@att.net

The October meeting was held at the visitor center on Monday, October 19th , 2009.

Notes from the prez …
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Scott Stetler had a past meeting agenda. He used it to guide group through the normal meeting topics.
Treasurer’s Report: T.G. reviewed the cash on hand and ran through the balance sheet.
Park update: Nate said given the state’s budget woes they are getting things done. So far so good.
2010 Events: We discussed next fall event for the reenactment on November 6 & 7 2010.
Museum/Visitor Center Committee: Scott filled us in on meetings and progress. As it stands now the mural at

the museum is proceeding.. Sharon, the artist, will work at the museum over the winter during down-time.
Scott presented the latest samples of the kiosk panels. He had all 12 panels. These are not final copies, but are getting
close to approval stage. Nicole and Alan from Hartford are in full sync with the progress, and are also in contact with
the graphics designer. Scott also passed around a sample of the finished laminate which would be the panel material.
November meeting/ Election of new officers: Harry Gibson and Jeanine Herman talked about the still open position of
officer nominations. If any one would aspire to be president please call or e-mail the FANs email address:

fansofputnampark@att.net

We also discussed the possibility of going to a quarterly meeting schedule. General meetings could be held four times
a year. Committee and special project meetings could be scheduled for anytime with that particular group.

Grand Opening of the Putnam Park Visitor Center in October 2005

CTSAR Color Guard

Gov. Jodi Rell Cuts the Ribbon

Nate and Carol Hale with their
family and the governor.

New thriller: Merritt integrates his experiences, multi-faceted
knowledge in his book (Write up and story in the October 24 issue of the Redding Pilot)
Buzz Merritt is a Life Member of the Friends &
Neighbors of Putnam Memorial State Park. He
is one of the best volunteers at all major events.
Buzz is full of stories about his travels around
the world. No stranger to writing books, he
published a tome about salmon fishing at their
fishing camp in the wilds of Labrador. Talk
about a Men’s Sports Club.
Deep Driller is about his business of many years
– oil drilling. No small feat to just plop one of
those multi-million dollar rigs on top of an oil
field!
Henry “Buzz” Merritt recently published his “Deep Driller,” a thriller set
on an oil rig in the North Sea. Mr. Merritt spent some time himself on an
oil rig during his 50 years in the oil business. —Rachel Kirkpatrick photo

The next FAN’s Meeting will be on Monday,

at 7:00PM

at the Visitor

November 9th , 2009

Center at Putnam Park.

